Results of
Teen Times
Priorities Survey
At Teen Times, we often wonder
how it is that various governments
over the years have managed to
address all sorts of issues and
projects that don’t necessarily carry the priority stamp of approval
from the people.
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So we wondered: Why can’t a group
of elected people get together and
say, “Ok look! These are the priorities for our people and these are
what we will solve in the ﬁrst year
of our term.” We see it in other Caribbean destinations, why not St.
Maarten? Or maybe we are wrong;
maybe the people think their priority issues are indeed being tackled.
However, to make sure and to get
clarity, we recently ran a very tothe-point survey online (via Facebook) and asked readers what St.
Maarten’s priorities should be. Some
18 options were given and respondents had to give a score on a scale
of 1 to 10 for each option, with 10
being the highest and 1 the lowest.
We ran the survey from November
9 to 16, and received 163 responses.
Here’s the list of average scores, in
order of highest to lowest:
01. Tackle high cost of living (GEBE,
food) 9.07
02. Improve internet service 8.97
03. Eﬀective disaster planning 8.75
04. Elderly care (pension reform)
8.69
05. Education reform 8.62
06. Job creation 8.6
07. Aﬀordable housing 8.53
08. Economic diversiﬁcation (not
just Tourism) 8.53
09. More positive youth activities
8.28
10. Tackling crime / assist police
8.18
11. Tax reform 8.15

12. Performing arts centre 7.96
13. Position SXM as a regional innovator and tech leader. 7.2
14. New brand name hotels 3.71
15. Decolonization 3.47 (ten people
didn’t answer which could mean they
had no opinion or don’t know what
decolonization is)
16. Independence for SXM 3.2
17. A drag racing strip 2.52
18. A Dolphinarium 1.93

property rent, etc., etc. We are of
the opinion that if you address cost
of living, you are more than halfway
there in delivering quality of life for
your people. Who knew?

t*NQSPWFE JOUFSOFU TFSWJDF almost
made the top spot. Internet has
evolved into a necessity of life. Yet,
we are stuck with service that is oftentimes as bad as dial-up internet.
Worst yet, we still do not know the
One thing we do not want to do is to reasons for this despite constant
assume anything. Because we did not complaining.
provide the option for respondents
to clarify or provide content to their t&ĉFDUJWF EJTBTUFS QMBOOJOH also
answers, we can only guess about scored high. Maybe that’s because
certain motivations and reasons, and after every disaster – hurricanes
we will comment as such. The trend and now a pandemic – we go broke
from top to bottom is very clear; within a month! So St. Maarten can’t
however, in terms of what people sustain itself for two months after a
disaster? Where is the proper planthink should be the priority areas.
ning?
t$PTU PG MJWJOH taking the top spot
should surprise no one. Many people t+PCDSFBUJPO scored an 8.6 while the
live from pay check to pay check; DPOTUSVDUJPOPGCSBOEOBNFIPUFMT
penny to penny. After expenses are scored 3.71. Strangely people did
paid, there is
barely anything
left. Yet, there
is no concrete
explanation for
GEBE prices, ever
increasing food
prices, low minimum wage, poor
pension amount,

not relate the two: because if you attract brand name hotels, you create
job. Or maybe people want diﬀerent
types of jobs that go along with economic diversiﬁcation which scored
8.53 in our survey. Perhaps people
are also impatient with a fragile tourism sector that mostly provides seasonal employment, increased traﬃc
and environmental problems.

mention because it is the only survey
option that saw people decline to answer. Ten people didn’t answer. We
assume it’s either because they don’t
understand the issue, or they are
torn. But 153 people scored it low;
so even if the 10 had responded, it
would not have changed the low average score. Telling people they don’t
need to be consulted probably isn’t
helping either. You are spending the
people’s money in the process. Not
consult them? Strange to us.
t*OEFQFOEFODFGPS49. also scored
very low on the priority scale at 3.2.
In our opinion, the reason is simple:
If you cannot address and solve options 1 to 10, talking independence
to the people will be an uphill battle
to say the least. Perhaps the people
behind independence should redirect their eﬀorts to pressuring
government to ensure structures are
in place to support an independent
nation; or at least improve quality
of life for your residents ﬁrst. Saying
that we can do it in the lead-up to
independence or after we get independence is not a convincing argument for people who do not trust
or have little faith in their government.
t%PMQIJOBSJVN To be fair, government had no plans to build one.
But government can facilitate one.
So in case anybody was thinking
about it, the subject remains a huge
NO!
tAs we are a youth group and
youth publication, we were happy
to note the scores for more positive
youth activities, education reform
and the realization of a Performing
"SUT $FOUFS, which is very close to
our heart. We will be making a lot of
noise regarding the latter. Stay tuned.

We are sure there are a number of
other areas of priority, such as the
environment, but we will tackle
those another time. Thank you for
t/PXBTQFDJBMNFOUJPOGPSEFDPMPtaking the time to participate in our
nization, which scored very low 3.47
survey.
on the priority scale. We say special

Fe a t u r e

t cannot be that elected oﬃcials
do not know what their priorities
should be, they campaign on the
same issues every election. And if
you campaign on the same issues every election, isn’t that already a sign
that the SAME issues are not being
addressed by those elected over and
over and we are stagnant?
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What are our MPs up to?

4

We like to keep tabs on
our Members of Parliament (MPs) every now
and then and check-in
on what they as MPs
are working on for our
country. It is our way
of holding our elected
reps accountable (in a
good way) because all
we want to see is positive work being done
for St. Maarten, as we
will inherit it one day.
Therefore, through the
secretariat
of
Parliament, we sent all MPs
just one question: What
legislation are you working on to improve the
lives of the people of St.
Maarten?

the screening process for
candidate Ministers. This is
something that remains a
serious point of contention
whenever each new government begins the formation
process.

T

MP Romou is the Chairlady
of the Committee for Education, Culture, Youth and
Sport. Her committee is
currently tackling one of her
initiatives, which has to do
with Special Education. Additionally, we can expect MP
Romou to actively work on
the following issues, most
of which will require new or
amended legislation:

he USP faction (MPs
Claudius
Buncamper and Akeem Arrindell), the PFP faction (MPs
Mellissa Gumbs and Raeyhon Peterson) and National
Alliance MP Solange Duncan were the only MPs to
respond. We contacted MP
Sarah Wescot-Williams separately for a story on the
ban on single use plastics,
also published in this issue.
No other MP had responded
by press time; but that’s
okay, we’ll take what we
have.
Here is what the MPs who
responded are working on,
or will be working on, during their term, which (we
must say) has already lost
a year due to COVID-19.

“We’re
always
reminded that there is no law or
that the screening has to
be screened, but no action
has ever been taken to address this gap in our legislative system. This, as well as
some items related to electoral reform, is what’s on
our faction docket for this
Parliamentary year,” the PFP
told Teen Times.
 

      
driving a vehicle on the public road, or being a nuisance
to society. Presently, there is
no legal manner to determine
the state of such persons unless they freely submit to a
blood test.

     
This law will equip law en      vice to measure and deter
   
This law already exists in St. mine the level of noise being
Maarten and the proper en- produced.
forcement is something we
are also currently review-    !
ing. The law will safeguard The adaptation of the elecanimals’ rights and prevent toral laws; reviewing the
cruelty to animals as much draft penal code.
as possible.
 
       
     - Besides chairing Parliamen    tary committees (more on
what this is in a next issue),
   
This policy will decriminalize MP Duncan will focus on the
the possession and growing following (some of which
of a “yet to be determined” tie in with the results of our
maximum amount of can- priority survey – so that’s a
nabis for personal/recre- good thing):
ational use.
"   
       -Amendments to improve
  
   Special Needs education (pri 
 - mary & secondary level).
duct and gifts policy for -Law governing CXC educaparliamentarians, which will tion.
   
    -Amendments to innovate
themselves in positions of primary and secondary education curriculums.
      
-Cultural and Heritage Law.
   
This law will allow law en- #   
        - -Various legislative amendform a breathalyser test ments to improve operational
on individuals suspected of environment for and increase
being intoxicated or under private physicians, thera  
Arrindell



pists.
-Amendments to improve
mental healthcare provision.
"  
-Law for development and
protection of local MSMEs.
-Various legislative amendments to reduce poverty and
vulnerability.
  
-Amendments to the regulations regarding the structure
and organization of govern       
governance and civil service.
"$    
-Law on national land park
protection.
-Law on beach/sea (marine)
protection.
    
Raeyhon Peterson

 

As a faction, PFP is currently
in the process of reviewing
pending legislation from former sitting Parliaments that
are in line with the items
the party highlighted in its
manifesto. This includes any
legislation that encourages
small business development,
improving healthcare provisions and access, especially
for women, and others.
The party chose this route
because there are quite some
pieces pending from previous Parliaments, at various
stages in the legislative process. Aside from this, PFP is
also working on a draft national ordinance to regulate



"    %  
  
-Development of a Spatial
Education Law which will
        
secondary schools for special education.
-Provision of care and social
support for Special Needs
children and their parents.
-Championing of better care
of the youth of St. Maarten
by establishing a national Multi-Disciplinary Team
across ministries and NGOs.
-Address the lack of status
of St. Maarten Vocational
Training School (MP Romou
once taught at this school
and knows where the shortcomings are). She will address the inadequacies in
education policies and legislation that do not address
 !       
the school.
-Access to extra-curricular
activities for all children.
-Establishment of a Gifted
Scholarship Program for
youngsters gifted in sports
and arts. The Study Financing ordinance will be addressed to facilitate this.
!  
-Introduction of Positive
Work Practices pilot project
that promotes healthy family lifestyles with the end
goal leading to amendments
to existing labour laws to
mandate these practices.
For example, personal leave
hours to allow parents to attend open days at school to
observe their children.
-Establishment of a food assistance program for our senior citizens.

Back to school
  

– Let’s talk about it



How do you feel about it?
Are you nervous? Hap   !   "ent towards it? Whether
#  !$   ! % ! &!' !'
   !    !'
 '*  ' + 
your opinion on it. After
*#!' &'
now putting your health
at risk in order to ensure
 !     ! / 0  !'   
we took the opportunity
to interview students in
 "! ! 1 & 2 !
how they feel.
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3' '   1 4
   ' 5  
 '
 & $     '!(
)  # *
I prefer online as of current,
due to the mere fact that it
is such a grave transition.
Having been out of school for
approximately seven months
and just avidly delving back
intensely in the work and
stress is utterly absurd.
+ 
I am a little in between, because I like in-person school
more when it comes to the
motivation. I need to know
that I am in school, have to
get ready and go to school
and that I have to focus on
the class and my work. But

I also like the responsibility that online school gives
me that I wouldn’t get if I
were in physical school. For
example, when I’m home
and school is over, I still feel
like I’m obligated to keep
working because it feels like
I haven’t done any school.
Whereas, if I were in physical school, I would use the
excuse that I was away
from home at school all day
and would just relax for the
rest of the day, instead of
continuing with my schoolwork.
" #'+ *
I like in-person school because it’s more informative
for me and I learn much better and my concentration is
much better, because I can
actually follow the teacher.
Being behind a computer
or device is just too tiring,
especially when it’s long
hours. My concentration
doesn’t last for that amount
of time. I am behind the
computer for approximately
nine hours straight (sometimes more) because I have
assignments to make and
it has become very painful for my eyes. Hence the
reason I prefer in-person
school. Also, online schooling doesn’t work for me – I
don’t learn anything, if I am
being completely honest.
Do you believe your
 '  ! 1       ! ! sure your safety? Please
      2 6    tions.
! 
Yes. For example, they sanitize us and check our temperature before we enter
the school.
,    .  '!(
)  # *
Yes, I do believe they have
taken the necessary precautions by placing a hand
sanitizer dispenser at the
entrance of the school. They
are also developing a blended system so that we do inperson school on some days
and online school on other
days.
 !( +    /
!0"
Honestly, I do not know
whether they are taking
safety precautions.
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   #    
because of it. Even though I
like online school more, inperson school has given me
the chance to see my friends
again and the quality of some
in-person classes is just better than in online school.

+ 
$   %  $
was happy about going back
to in-person school, but now
that I actually am in school,
I am disappointed. This is
mostly because my school is
doing blended learning and
the teachers have a habit of
focusing only on the kids in
the physical classroom and
+ 
forgetting that the students
"        online exist. It’s high-key
toilet paper and hand-paper stalling my education.
in the bathrooms now. They
also give us products and What tips would you like
wipes to clean the tables to give to your school
when we come into class; administration
regardand they take your temper- ing their way of handling
ature and you have to wash COVID and online or inyour hands before you come person school?
into the school.
 & $     '!(
How do you feel about )  # *
going back to in-person St. Dominic high is too small
school?
to accommodate everyone.
Blended learning should be
,    .  '!( implemented following a split
)  # 
session of students going
I am nervous mainly be- from Monday, Wednesday or
cause, if there is an outbreak Tuesday and Thursday and
when we restart school and Friday is strictly ZOOM.
I happen to infect my par+ 
ents, it’ll be hard for them to + # 
deal with COVID as they are You can’t expect us to have They can’t expect us to wear
the mask 24/7. I’ve seen
of an older age.
on the mask all the time.
plenty of people walking
around without the masks
) 1  '+ * +  &  '+ *
Going back to school doesn’t I would like them to know on. I also believe they should
bother me because I feel that even though they are leave us students in a classthat a balance between on- following all the steps and room and have the teachers
line and in-person school taking all the important come to us, instead of having
is perfect. When I am at measures, it’s still going to be multiple students walking up
home, I get more done as I very hard to keep control of and down all the time. As for
have fewer distractions, but all of the students and make the blended learning, I just
at school I understand the sure they are all following the want the teachers to be more
theories a bit better.
rules during the whole school aware that they also have
day, because there are a lot students trying to learn from
+  &  '+ *
of students and it’s hard to home and the ones in their
It doesn’t bother me, be- keep an eye on all of them at classroom shouldn’t have all
the attention. They should
cause I’ve learned to adapt all times.
also make the teachers wash
to both environments and

their hands when they come
into the school too. I don’t
see them doing that and I
don’t understand why we
have to wash our hands and
they don’t.
+ 
Start making the students
switch classes; make the
teachers switch classes to
        
possible. I also think it would
be a good idea to provide
free water bottles for the
kids that are dependent on
the water coolers; and provide masks in case a student
forgets one and has to miss
a whole school day because
of it.
 ,     .   '!(
)  # *
No. There isn’t anything that
I could think of that they are
not already doing.
!   
 %    %
  $ 2  
     /  %
  (
#$   
       
     
 $       %
   ( 3     
       4
      %
   
$   
     5 
4   %
6 %  
6    4 
    (
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+ 
I believe my school tries to
take as many precautions
as possible – and claims
it takes all the necessary
precautions – but I think it
can do better. For example,
they waste money on putting sinks everywhere so
students wash their hands
before entering the school,
while hand sanitizer is more
than enough. They just
come up with a bunch of
weird “precautions” and can
sometimes be very wishywashy about whether or not
these are “advisements” or
rules.
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Far from home, dealing
with Mr. Covid Part 2
Chantalia Van Heynegen

Fe a t u r e

All around the world,
students are facing many challenges
with school, due to
the Coivd-19 pandemic. As a member
of Teen Times, I got
the opportunity to
interview some students who are furthering their studies abroad. Here’s
some feedback from
some students on
how they’re adjusting to the new way
of learning and living – many thanks to
all the students who
participated.
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son class. This is due
to the lack of in-person
interaction. It makes it
harder to get to know
and feel comfortable
around each other. Also
the Wi-Fi connections
fail sometimes, and this
makes it hard to keep
track with what the
teachers are explaining
and join classes online.

=/0&!6!
 &  6  
6
   !'
  
I just moved here so I
      $ 
with my close family members every day.
7    !' That helps a lot and
8!' 
makes me feel pleased
and happy.
9/    !
!!    ' +  >/ 0  !'
  
!
      " !   

 

& 
I’m attending school $  !   via distance learning, ity to make new friends
but I have in-person here, due to the lack of
class once a week. interaction.
When we have in-person class, we have to @/   1  ! 1
sit 1.5 metres away 6!'B+59E 
from each other.
   
I used to keep track
;/ 0&   - of them, but I stopped
%!  ! !' & since it can get depress 6     ing and hectic.
!' !'  
 !
F/ 3' !  ! 
I am getting used to it, '  !' +
 !
but it is hard. I rath- 
  ! ! er attend in-person ! !
!'
 !
school, because it’s #  ! 
harder to learn and in- We have to wear a faceteract with your teach- mask in public transers virtually and it is portation; we have to
also hard for me to fo- keep a distance of 1.5
cus while staring at a metres from others; we
screen.
can’t go out in groups of
more than four people;
</   2 - all the fun activity loca    '  - tions are closed; and
 !' 6  !' everything else closes
&!' !
5    early.
5   
My classmates and '   !'8!'I aren’t really close  
and it’s a bit awkward
when we have in-per- 9/    !

!!    ' + 
!
     
 

I am currently doing
distance learning and
I also have in-person
school once a week.
;/ 0&   %!  ! !' &
6   !' !
'  
  !
I must say that I’ve
adjusted quickly, especially because I was
receiving online classes
in St. Maarten as well,
so it wasn’t something
that was unfamiliar to
me. It’s really hard for
me to choose which
form of learning I prefer, because I get bene  '  tance learning, I do not
have to wake up extra
early and travel every
day to reach to school.
It may also lower the
chances of potentially
catching the virus. With
in-person learning, I
am able to concentrate
better and I feel more
in tune with what I’m
being taught. It is also
great for socializing and
getting to know new
people.

  



>/ 0  !'
  
" !   

& 
Yes, it did. It made me
more
self-conscious
of my surroundings.
I don’t hug or shake
hands like I used to.

@/   1  ! 1
6!'B+59E 
   
No, I do not keep track
of the cases in my area.
I just make sure to take
the necessary steps to
</2  - avoid catching the vi 
 '   rus.
!' 6  !' &!'
!
5   
- F/ 3' !  ! 
5   
'  !' +
 !
The challenges I am 
  ! ! faced with thus far is ! !
!'
 !
the workload and the #  ! 
Dutch language. It can Everyone traveling via
be quite challenging to bus, tram or train must
express myself the way wear a facemask. Also,
I want to in Dutch.
certain stores require
customers to wear a
=/0&!6! facemask and use sani &  6   tizer before entering.
6
   !'
  
  !'8!'It can be very over-  
whelming, but I am also
aware of what I went 9/    !
away to accomplish so I
!!    ' + 
!
     
 

I am currently attending school both online
and in-person. Due to
the pandemic, I attend
school in-person once
per week and I attend
school online the other
days.

tending school physically my whole life.
However, I must say I
rather the old-school
way – the physical
way, raising your hand
to ask a question and
being around your
peers – learning and
socializing all at once.
</   2   
 '   !' 6  !' &!' !
5

 
5
   
Some routine challenges are contacting
my professors when
I don’t understand
my assignments: I
will sometimes have
to contact them via
email, which is a
lengthy process and
not relevant anymore
when I receive a reply
most times; submitting an assignment
in a limited amount
of time, because of
the popular assumption that “being home
makes it easier to get
it done”; exams online
(this is the hardest
part of having school
  *+  
being easily distracted
because you are in the
comfortable surroundings of your home.
=/ 0&  ! 6
!  &  6 
 6
  
!'
  
Being away from family during this pandemic actually gives
me
motivation
to
make them proud. It’s
an adrenaline boost to
know that your parents are looking forward to your future by
giving you the fullest
support you need for
every day. Some days
are gloomy, but over-

;/ 0&   %!  ! !' &
6   !' !
'  
  !
I am adjusting quite
better than I thought.
$     
coping with the new
learning
implementa     
techniques that suit me,
because I have been at- ...continued on pg. 11

...continued from pg. 10

all, they are my support system and energy source to keep
going.
5. Has the pandem  " !   
& 
The pandemic has affected me majorly:
plans, regimens, and
guaranteed appointments were either
postponed or cancelled. When corona
     ship over our lives,
I was working and
saving to leave St.
Maarten for school
with the intended
plans I had set. Corona made alternative plans. I was on
the verge of cancelling and crashing my
dreams, because the
pandemic made a
very hard situation
    $
was jobless with payment plans. Nevertheless, persistence
allowed me to take a
 !       $
got through.
@/   1 
! 1 6 !' B+59E  
 
Before, I would not;
but I recently became
more aware of the
high rise in cases in
my area and it took
a toll on my whereabouts,
my
routine actions and my
health. Where I am
located is currently a
red zone area in the
country, so I am more
cautious than before.
F/ 3' !
 !  '  !' +ernment
imple ! ! ! !
!'  ! #
 ! 
The government is
currently taking decisions to start a second
lockdown due to the
high rise in cases per
day, which is 6000+
per day at the moment. With this being
        
out for not following
corona safety measures, such as the 1.5
metre-distance in any
public area, wearing
of facemask in public, and consistently
sanitizing at each entrance of any public
or private operation.
J   '   !'
Netherlands
9/  ! !!    '
+  !
     

I am currently attending school via
distance learning.

that has been imple !
I rather attend in-person
school because school
online is somewhat good
and
somewhat
bad.
School online is a bit of a
hustle as you have more
things than usual to do
than before, and this
can be very stressful. It
is very stressful because
the teachers now think
that since you are home,
you have more time to
do more things, but they
need to understand that
we as students also have
other classes. At the
school that I’m attending, I have 17 subjects
so it’s very stressful for
me at times. The good
part about school online
is basically the fact that
you don’t have to get up
early to go outside in the
cold to reach school on
time. But on a whole,
I rather attend school
physically.
</2   
 '  
!' 6  !' &!'
!
5   
5   
For me, the only thing
that is challenging right
now is getting the right
amount of explanation
for certain subjects. I’m
not next to the teacher
to get a detailed opinion on certain things;
therefore, I miss certain
points and sometimes I
still do not know what to
do.
=/0&!6!
 &  6  
6
   !'
  
' $    
I communicate with my
family back home in St.
Maarten quite a lot and
they ensure that they
are safe so I have nothing to worry about.
5. Has the pandemic
" !   

& 
The pandemic has not
!        cause I’m still doing
great. The only thing
that will have a strain
       8
for stage, because in
the Netherlands, they
are not really taking in
anybody new due to COVID-19.

;/0&  %!  ! !' &
 6     @/   1  !

1

6!'B+59E 
   
Yes, I do. I make sure
that I’m safe at all
times.
F/ 3' !  ! 
'  !' +
 !

  ! ! ! !
!'
 !
#  ! 
We are not allowed on
any public transportation unless we have a
mask on. In certain supermarkets, you must
wear a mask. If you
are feeling ill, you cannot leave the house;
you must call a doctor immediately. If you
are with a group of six
or more, you can get
   "     
1.5 metres away from
someone. You must always wash your hands
or disinfect with hand
sanitizer.
When you
attend school, make
sure you wear a mask
if you’re roaming in the
hallways.
K$  ! *8 1
9/    !
!!    ' + 
!
     
 

I attend the Southeast Community College, which is located
in Beatrice, Nebraska.
I am currently attending school on campus,

four of my classes are
  
in-person and one is Being away from my
online.
family during this pandemic is very sad. I am
;/ 0&   - always thinking about
%!  ! !' & them, seeing the fact I
6   !' ! am not physically there
has been implement- with them to know

what’s going on during
Honestly, it’s the same times like these. At the
for me seeing that I same time, I am happy.
can attend in-person Why am I happy? I am
classes. Nothing is new, happy because it made
other than wearing a our relationship even
facemask everywhere I stronger. I have also
 <   
 noticed how strong of
that I am adjusting to is an individual I am and
practicing with a mask how dedicated I am. I
– other than that, ev- came here for one purerything is normal. I pose, and that is to get
rather attending school the job done
physically because I am
the type to grasp things 5. Has the pandemic
     $  " !   

online classes are hard- & 
er because you are your Yes, this pandemic has
own teacher. I have one !       online class and it is    !   
giving me trouble, see- in a positive way. I am
ing that I can’t get the   !  $# 
information up front at do on a regular basis.
hand.
I am reading more,
       !   
</2  - and taking time out
 
 '   of my day to meditate
!' 6  !' &!' and think on ways I
!
5   
- can better my future. I
5   
am spending countless
I am not experiencing hours reading, workany challenges thus ing out and going to
   !   God in prayer, asking
  !         Him to guide me safely
are not allowed to do through this pandemic.
exams on paper any- I am also reading His
more. Everything is word more, so that’s
online; our exams are       
done online. Teachers
!   #    
are not allowed to hand This pandemic also
out anything in class. made me view life difWe are assigned to sit ferently. Not long ago,
with someone we know. we were able to do
For example, I am as- what we wanted, fast
signed to sit with one forward to now and we
of my basketball team- are restricted to have
mates in whatever class certain events. Who
I am in, as this makes it would have thought
easier for them to know that our daily life would
who I was in contact have been this way?
with in case I were to
catch the virus.
@/1 ! 1
6 !' B+59E =/0&!6!    
 &  6   Yes, I do. Every day
6
   !' I take time out of my
day to go and do research on cases out
here in Nebraska. I try
my best to keep social
distancing and take the
necessary precautions.
F/ 3' !  ! 
'  !' +
 !

  !
!
! ! !'  !
#  ! 
We are required to wear
a mask everywhere we
go. Large gatherings
are not allowed. After
reading the newspaper
four days ago, a doctor
stated, “We’re at record
numbers and going up,
so we know we need to
do more in terms of restricting those opportunities that allow the
virus to spread, social
distancing is a must.”
Masks are mandatory
everywhere we go.

Fe a t u r e

Far from home
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Our new models had some fun th
Armani Exchange on Frontstreet.
ﬁtting for these times. Makeup w
Pantophlet and big thanks goes o
and Staff of Ralph Lauren who alwa
our fashio

al day at
his month at Polo Ralph Lauren &
It was a very casual shoot, kinda
was done by the amazing Altisha
out to the awesome Management
ays cooperate with Teen Times and
on shoots.
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Lauren
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REVAMPING
PHILIPSBURG
TEENAGER STYLE!
By Lavisha Dadlani
Duty-free
stores,
open-air restaurants
and casinos line the
hustling streets of
town, creating a scene
that has remained the
same for decades,
known to all of St.
Maarten and its tourists as Philipsburg.
Arguably the biggest
tourist hub of our island and one of the
main happening spots
for
many
events,
Philipsburg is a place
that is very near and
dear to the hearts of
all St. Maarteners.

Fe a t u r e
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ith a plethora
of shops selling
goods, ranging
from jewellery to cosmetics, as well as a selection of restaurants,
Front Street does have
an array of touristic fea  ! =  thing we are not taking into account is the
 
 > 
@  J    
overlook the opinions of
teenagers, but in reality, we are able to shed
insightful light on certain
issues that our island
faces, which can in turn
assist in enhancing our
 
In order to get to the
root of what the youth
expect to see in town, 12
teenagers
participated
in a questionnaire, sent
      
following stood out from
the responses:
1. As a teenager on St.
Maarten, do you like
how Philipsburg is
currently set-up?
Some 75 percent agreed
that they do not enjoy
the present way that
    
2. What do you think
town is lacking?
     
from
entertainment
places to teen hangout
  >  
 ticipants also made it

  J  
should not only try to appeal to tourists but also

3. What would you
like to see in Philipsburg that would ben$!!'!'
Various ideas were submitted, but the outstanding ideas included recreational activities, such as

a gaming lounge/computer café, a study hall,
an arcade, as well as a
      
were also new business
suggestions, in particular, newer franchises involving clothing shops
like H&M and eateries
  > 
4. Do you think your
additions to Philipsburg would help to attract or repel tourists?
Many, if not all, agreed
on the fact that their
improvements would indeed attract more visi $     
sense of enthusiasm and
a vibrant appeal to regular tourists as well as locals who would engage
in the new incorporations
that Front Street would
!  %      
options for enjoyment in
J      
   >  @ ers and travellers to this
new highlighted version
    
be many opportunities
for the youth in terms of
getting jobs with wellknown brands that can
be used to their advantage when/if they go
       fore, it is truly safe to say
that these new enhancements have the potential
to tremendously boost
 
With coronavirus forcing businesses to shut
down and doing some
unfortunate damage to
our island’s economy,
this
article
hopefully
brings some ambitious
thoughts to business
owners, opening their
eyes to the many possibilities that our island
    !     
Not only will these lat       

youth of the island, but
     J         
the new eye-catcher for
tourists, giving them
        > 
@ 
@  
teenagers are eager to
 
    ish into an even more
resourceful island when
the elements of structure and creativity are
restored to our treasured
J  

Know your

world
By Sarbani Bag

In these times of social distancing
and the growing usage of social media, many individuals are starting to
open their eyes to the social injustices worldwide. Being part of such
a progressive age, we are constantly
unlearning the ideologies instilled
into us while growing up, and we
are transforming our thoughts and
knowledge into something more
inclusive. Unfortunately, just beginning to understand these ideas
are not enough, a great deal of advocacy and work must be done in
order to implement these changes
and reform our current systems.
As a result, we tend to witness a
lot of protests, outreach, petitions
and such taking place worldwide.
Countries such as Thailand, Brazil,
India, Hong Kong, the Philippines
and Peru are all crying out for justice for their respective matters and as
individuals, who have
the privilege to learn
about these matters
rather than experience
it, it is essential for us
to do the best we can
to assist in these situations and bring them
justice.
As social injustices are
occurring across the
globe, the issue in Nigeria must not go unseen. Although police
brutality is commonly
discussed in the United States and
surrounding countries, this concept
is no stranger to Nigeria among
other countries. Nigeria is currently
ﬁghting for humanity as they are
protesting to #EndSARS, and it is
signiﬁcant for everyone to acknowl-

Back in 2015, eﬀorts were made to
address the corruption of SARS.
Consequently, the Complaint Response Unit (CRU) was established,
and SARS was split into two separate units for organizational pur-

poses. However, these changes
failed to make a diﬀerence. According to Amnesty International,
majority of the police oﬃcers interviewed were unaware of these reforms. Additionally, the same trend
occurred when Amnesty International researchers visited SARS
units in Abuja and
Enugu in the summer
of 2016. Although the
purpose of SARS was
to decrease dangerous situations in Nigeria, it became apparent that they were
neglectful of their duties and created more
harm to the citizens.
On October 7, Nigerians began protesting and demanding
change on the streets
of the West African
country to abolish
this police unit. Although there isn’t
a speciﬁc person
or organization behind these protests,
according to BBC,
these protests are being led by individuals between the ages
of 18 and 24 years
old. These individu-

als have spoken up concerning the
police unit proﬁling individuals
based on certain features or aspects, such as having dreadlocks,
tattoos, an iPhone, ﬂashy cars and
laptops. On October 11, Nigerian
President Muhammadu Buhari dissolved the SARs unit
due to the large protests in Nigeria and
other countries with
large Nigerian Diasporas. However, the
Inspector General of
Police also mentioned
that all SARS oﬃcers
would be redeployed
to other police units
leaving
Nigerians
uneasy. As a result,
protestors requested
for more changes, including reforming the
systems in which the
country is governed,
justice for those killed and tortured,
and an independent evaluation of
SARS oﬃcers prior to being reassigned.
However, things immediately began
to go downhill after slight changes
were implemented. After two weeks
of peaceful protesting, on October
20, a massacre took place at Lekki
Toll Gate where numerous peaceful demonstrators were shot in the
streets by Nigerian armed forces. In
an attempt to prevent the ﬁlming of
evidence, CCTV cameras and the
electricity were shut oﬀ to the toll
gate prior to the shooting by Nigerian authorities. However, there
are a few videos and livestreams
circling around social media displaying peaceful protestors singing
their national anthem as they are
being shot.
According to Amnesty International, at least 56 individuals died across
Nigeria since the protests began and
about 38 individuals were killed on
October 20 alone. On the same day,
the Executive Governor instated a
24-hour curfew to suppress citizens
from peacefully protesting and ordered the army to execute this order. As the curfew notice was sent
at 12:00pm and began at 4:00pm, it
led to an anti-police riot in the city.

On October 22, the president did
not address the massacre at Lekki,
but indirectly threatened the protestors. Furthermore, the Nigerian
military shared screenshots to twitter calling credible outlets “fake”
news as a method to “debunk” and
divert the attention placed on this
important issue.
How can you help Nigeria to
#ENDSARS?
Although the unit has been dissolved, police brutality aﬀects many
minorities within Nigeria, such as
those living above the poverty line,
low-income groups, and the LGBTQ+ community. It is evident that
this police unit needs to be abolished among other changes in order for Nigerians to feel safe within
their community. In order to assist
in #EndSARS, you must amplify
the voices of the Nigerian community by sharing reliable information,
photos and videos. Whether your
platform is big or small, utilize it
to the best of your ability to spread
awareness. Next, never stop educating yourself on the crisis in Nigeria. Continue to inform and keep
yourself educated. Donate to Flutterware, Feminist Coalition, Gateﬁeld Impact and others in order to
support the victims and protestors.
Help report incidents such as police
brutality, missing people and arrested protestors.
Visit endsars.carrd.co to ﬁnd out
more links and resources. Your efforts still create an impact whether
it is big or small and may contribute to dissolving the issue. Hence,
never stop educating yourself on
issues occurring worldwide and always try to help in any way possible.
Remaining ignorant during these
times is a choice when you have access to multiple resources. You have
the power to create the diﬀerence
so please look beyond your own
community. Recognize your privilege and understand that you have
the ability to help with such issues
occurring worldwide, instead of
experiencing it ﬁrst-hand. Have an
open mind, read more and learn
more. Create that diﬀerence.

Fe a t u r e

What’s happening in Nigeria?

edge it just as much as other issues
and have this spark important discussions. That being said, what
exactly is SARS? The Special AntiRobbery Squad (SARS) is a special
Nigerian Police Force unit created
in the 1990s to address widespread
armed robbery crimes. This unit,
which combats crimes, such as
motor vehicle theft, kidnapping
and the abuse of ﬁrearms, quickly
became controversial following accusations against it, of violent harassment, physical and sexual violence, kidnapping, unlawful arrests,
extortion, and stealing money from
the same citizens they are meant
to protect. Amnesty International
stated that people detained by
SARS have suﬀered torture; including hanging, mock execution and
sexual violence.
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A Catholic school and
the LGBTQ+ Community
“He is acting sus dawg,
I don’t wanna hang with
him. Members of the LGBTQ+ community have
been hearing mean and
hurtful statements like
this directed towards them
for years now. On our island, people are generally
not very accepting of the
LGBTQ+ community, and
it is about time for that
to change. Teens and the
youth use slurs, such as
f*gg*t, and directly make
fun of people who are open
and expressive about their
sexuality. This sometimes
results in uncalled-for violence towards the community. I will not say that
this is the case for everyone, but I will say for sure
that it is the most common
practice.

W

Fe a t u r e

e cannot change whatever has happened in
the past, but we can
make sure to educate and
call out discrimination and ignorance when we see it. This
begins with the youth and
the current education system. This article is primarily
about students in the Catholic
school subsystem, but when
I did further research among
students of other schools, I
found out that the situation
everywhere was similar.
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LGBTQ+ community (such
as references in classes, or
   !' 1 !' ! !' sexual health being taught
school supports the com- for all sexualities, rather
than just hetero)?
munity? Why? Why not?
them.

K[
  # $8 
think that if they do, they don’t
   8     
They completely shy away
from anyone being anything
other than straight. Regardless, I don’t think they support
the community or are doing
enough to be a good ally.
K[$  #   

take any serious action on topics such as these or a student’s
personal identity and how they
feel. Students also don’t go to
them to seek help.
K$#  +   
them mention anything about
it.
K$#  
 
       +
but I do know people who are
supportive of the community
as well as people who are not.
As for the reason why, I think
they believe in basic human
rights regardless of sexuality
8      +     
not, it’s most probably due to
a belief called “heteronormativity”. This term describes the
normalization of believing that
everyone is born with their
sexuality, and that that sexuality is no other than “heterosexuality”. Another reason might
be they’re simply homophobic
and can’t seem to mind their
own business. I have seen and
heard people use the Bible and
\   8     
they are not supportive of the
community. “It’s Adam and
Eve, not Adam and Steve” is
a popular one actually, but at
the same time they also fail to
recognize that God says to love
everybody.

Coming from a Catholic
school, the views on this topic
may be a bit more conservative than others, but this is
not an excuse to shy away
from important topics like
this one. This article is not
meant to single out the Catholic schools, rather it’s simply
meant to get the youth’s perspective about the topics of
school and the LGBTQ+ com!  !   !'
munity, and the relation be-   
usage of slurs, such as
tween the two.
“f*gg*t”? If yes, why so?
I sent out a questionnaire to
ask the students how they felt K$       
and the following are their re- 8 
K %      # 
sponses:
purpose for using that word
 & 6!'_- or any slur for that matter. It’s
simply immature and useless.
BTQ+ community?
K%   $
unaware of the meaning beK"  
hind this word, I used it very
K" 
K" $ 
- loosely and I am sincerely sorry for that. However, now that I
munity.
K "   $  
 - am educated and aware of the
LGBTQ+ community, I know
munity.
things that I should and should
 !!'  - not say or do. But answering
]  +[$ munity? Why? Why not?
ticipate in the usage of the slur.
K"  $ 
 However, the slur is actually
LGBTQ+ community. I think pretty prevalent and normalthat everyone deserves ba- ized and used by STRAIGHT
sic human rights regardless people who should not be usof their sexuality. I also don’t ing it. Some people might not
see any reason why anyone even know it is a slur, and I’d
      

   
would not support it.
K "  $  $  
  of the doubt, because I myself
much. I support them be- was once that ignorant, stupid
cause there’s nothing wrong kid. I think the loose usage
with them. They are com- of this slur is due to the fact
pletely valid and their sexual- that the country I live in does
ity is not relevant in the way not educate people enough, if
at all, regarding the LGBTQ+
you treat someone.
K "         community.
the right to love who they
want, regardless of gender. I    !' 1 !' ! !'
system
on
St.
also know many people who school
are dear to me and are part Maarten in general does
of that community and I love enough to teach about the

K[$     
   !     ing the community. Referencing the previous question, we
can see that because schools
don’t educate their students
%[^  ! _   $ 
teachers that are homophobic)
about the community, the usage of the “f” slur is so normalized.
K[  [    
seen schools or anywhere say
or teach about the LGBTQ+
community and there are more
people around us that are part
of it but choose to say nothing,
   8  8  
K^  [   
entire life have I learned about
anything other than straight
in school. I had to learn about
sexuality and the LGBTQ+
community from social media
and people around me who
most times were extremely homophobic. This is not the way
      +     
homophobia and teaching as if
LGBTQ+ people are invalid or
wrong.

knowing they are being made
fun of.
K$    
$ 
how they aren’t ashamed to
express themselves and keep
living their best lives. I also
admire their strength, because of all the people who
 8 
  
  !  $    
things will get better for them

  $  [%$
them to be treated as anything other than human, and
    8     
itself and learn to accept people – especially people who
  !   
K $       
and you’re completely val    [  
wrong with you and you can
         +
love always wins.
K $  
 ~\= munity and nothing is wrong
with loving who you love and
being who you are. Everyone
needs love and don’t let anyone tell you how to do so.
K$     son to come out, and if the
kid feels like they don’t belong, it’s even harder. So if we
make a community in which
they feel welcomed, many
kids will be helped.

 3' !   !' 1 !' As you can see, the kids of
school system can do to im- the island are completely
prove this?
aware of the LGBTQ+ community and are in support
K`   $   of it. If this island needs to
the school has views, although get better in terms of acreligious, that make them seem ceptance, it needs to work
like they’re living 100 years on its education system, as
ago. As a school, you should this problem is not limited to
be inclusive and accepting of the Catholic education suball your students. They can use system, but is rather a comthe excuse of “they’re repre- mon issue of all the schools
senting us and we don’t want and needs to be addressed.
that out there” – but frankly, Some of the suggestions of
  8    {  the youths are actually quite
classes about social issues like feasible, and do not require
this. Educate about the com- any drastic changes or cost,
munity, not indoctrinate about but are rather simple changes
discriminating against them. to the system we know at the
Mention them instead of shy- moment. It is only a matter
  
   <!  of applying these suggestions
proper counselling and support to the situation right now. I
for members of the community. personally have many friends
K >   $      
 who are part of the commucommunity, I don’t know if nity and I have nothing but
people who are will be com- love for them.
fortable with their sexuality
being educated in class, but I Since we are speaking about
do think that if done respect- a Catholic school system, I
fully by someone who is fully got the opinion of a pastor
aware and educated about the on the topic. He said: “I don’t
community, there will be good mind it being taught in school
outcomes.
because you are going to
K    
 - learn about it one way or andents about the LGBTQ com- other – if not in school, then
munity. It does not have to elsewhere. Kids are taught
be an everyday thing. After many things that we, as par     
 | ents, don’t agree with, but we
in June, they could use the re- cannot control the system.
maining time to educate the Regardless of what you’re
students since June is pride taught at school or see on
month.
television, your faith should
be strong enough to resist
   2!  
 !   temptation.”
the LGBTQ+ community in
general?
Once again, I would like to say
that this article mentions the
K   ~\=   Catholic school system, but
does not comprise only ho- this issue is present every | +     where on the island and this
bisexuality, transgender, pan article is simply to inform. To
sexuality, non-binary, etc. I   $   8 
  8   - to the LGBTQ+ community
der crisis” made all the time in that you are strong, you are
my class and it can potentially valid, and regardless of what
hurt those who are part of the society thinks, you matter.
community sitting in the class

By Henny Ramchandani
Over the years, many organizations in Sint Maarten
have come to the conclusion that females are more
prominent in volunteering
circles when compared to
their male counterparts. I
personally have also real` !' ! 6  !' "ent organizations I have
volunteered
in,
there
tends to be a minority of
males. These organizations are curious as to why
more females than males
have been joining their organizations, because the
"    !'  
of females compared to
males is great.

N

K$    $  #  
the right organization. I also
haven’t found the time to join
any organization.
K[    $     
any free time.
K[  $ 
school and other hobbies.
K[  $ #      sary to be in one.

 !'
 {
causes that interest you?
K$        
help and we can help each
other.
K $     Parents of boys are oftened in helping to
times too comfortable with
combat
global
their boys just being home.
warming and polThey see this as keeping
lution.
them out of trouble. But while
K[    the boys are at home, parents
  - ism is present
also don’t engage with them  !'
it
sucks.
in any positive activities. Par- ` !  !' !  $   - and
ents should not underesti- teresting? If so, are you People still judge
mate the power of connecting planning to join this orga- you by your race
and the colour of
with boy children and encour- nization?
aging them to participate in K$      your skin, when
I would be interested in join- we should all be
community events.
ing.
equal.
As a member of Teen Times, K$#  - K"    
I was presented with the op- nizations that work out for that helps with
the environment
portunity
of
interviewing me.
intersome males who are not a K$#  - naturally
part of any organization. I did nizations interesting at the ests me.
this by composing a question- moment and I don’t think
naire and using an interactive I’m going to join one anytime 0 +  + ! !
join an organization or
approach to target a demo- soon.
graphic of males within the K[  #       has it just always been at
for me to join now when I’m the back of your mind?
13-18 age range.
leaving the island in less than K$      8   ganization but it didn’t work
   
  ` - a year.
out.
tions? If not, why?

K$ #  

of my mind, but I never took
the initiative to join one.
K$     8 

any organization.
K$ 8  
    
second-third form, but got
bored and left. I haven’t tried
joining one for these past two
years now, and don’t feel like
joining one for now.
As you can see, many of
the responses as to why the
males have not been joining
 5      
due to the fact that they can’t
9 (+   ing myself, have struggled
   
  ( 3
    9    
certain things with so much
on your plate; but in all hon3. 
      
 
    ( 3
encourage all the males to
  .       
that really interests them and
does not hinder their sched ( :  
 ( 
  $   (
Encourage your boy children
 $ $(

Fe a t u r e

obody seems to have
one solid answer as to
why boys are seldom
interested in anything other
than sports or playing video
games. The civic involvement
(or lack thereof) of boys is
at a really high rate on St.
Maarten. They don’t do anything in the community unless forced to by their school.
Much of this also has to do
with parenting.
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Oculus rolls out
support for 90Hz
games in first big
Quest 2 update
Oculus has rolled out its ﬁrst big update for
the Quest 2 standalone virtual reality headset, fulﬁlling a few promises it made when
the headset launched last month. Headlining the new features is the 90Hz refresh rate
mode that now expands to all system-level
apps by default – including through Oculus
Link, which has ofﬁcially exited beta.

Fe a t u r e

The company says it’s now allowing developers to ship Quest titles with native 90Hz
support, as opposed to the Quest 2’s 72Hz
base refresh rate that was active by default.
Soon, the likes of Superhot, Echo VR, Beat
Saber, Vacation Simulator, Job Simulator,
Racket: Nx, and Space Pirate Trainer will
support the higher refresh rate. Hopefully,
Tetris Effect and Rez Inﬁnite will soon join
that list.

22

If you connect the Quest 2 to your PC via an
Oculus Link cable (or a cheaper, compatible
USB 3.0 cable), you’ll be able to toggle between 72Hz, 80Hz, or 90Hz through the Oculus app on PC. Oculus says it has improved
overall visual quality when using the Link
function and the automatic graphics proﬁle
settings have been re-tuned to tax your GPU
harder for better performance. You’ll ﬁnd a
new interface for tweaking graphical settings
in the app, as well as for easily adjusting the
render resolution for a sharper image.
Next week, Oculus is rolling out Oculus
Move, the app that lets you track ﬁtness metrics gathered from playing VR games. With
it, you’ll be able to see how many calories
you’ve burned and minutes spent being
physically active in games that you play. It
seems kind of neat, especially if you aren’t
moving around all that much outside due to
the pandemic.
There are two more additions: Later in November, Oculus is going to let you capture
the headset’s screen through the iOS or
Android app, so you can make clips of your
own. Before this, you had to either share recorded clips directly to Facebook or manually hook up your Quest 2 to your PC and
drag-and-drop the ﬁles.

Lastly, Oculus is making it possible to gift
games and experiences through the Oculus
store, either in-browser or from within the
app. You’ll just need your friend’s email address. The company mentioning this feature
is timely, since the Black Friday sale at the
Oculus Store will kick off next week, so maybe hold off on buying new games until then.
Fortnite will reportedly be playable on
iOS again through Nvidia’s GeForce Now
Fortnite might come back to iPhones and
iPads later this year, but not quite the way
you’re used to. The BBC reports that Fortnite will be available to play through Nvidia’s
cloud gaming service, GeForce Now. The
service hasn’t been announced for iOS yet,
but the BBC reports an announcement is expected before the holidays.
GeForce Now will supposedly run inside of
Safari, the web browser, rather than as a
standalone app, because of Apple’s restrictions on game streaming services that make
it onerous to support them through the App
Store. The service allows you to stream your
personal library of games to laptops, mobile
phones, and other devices that might not
otherwise be able to run them well – or at all.
A standard “Founders” plan currently costs
$5 per month, though you can play for limited time periods for free.
The result of a potential GeForce Now
browser solution is that
Fortnite would be available, but only for those
who jump through the
hoops needed to set up
Nvidia’s streaming service
on an iPhone. In that scenario, Fortnite might look
better, thanks to higherﬁdelity graphics, because
it’s streamed from a PC.
But there’s no guarantee
it’ll run as responsively as
the native Fortnite mobile
app does, given that it’ll
be inside of a browser and
could face latency issues
and other snags.

Nintendo’s new Game & Watch handheld
proves the company goes its own way
It’s been a busy week for video game hardware. This week saw the debut of two nextgeneration platforms, with the launch of the
PlayStation 5 and Microsoft’s Xbox Series X
and Series S devices. Each platform is built
around new advances like ray-tracing and
quick-loading SSDs. Meanwhile, today, Nintendo is releasing... a clock that plays Super Mario Bros. It might seem like strange
timing, but it’s also perfectly in keeping with
Nintendo’s history: this is a company that almost always goes its own way.
The new Game & Watch: Super Mario Bros.
is an exceptionally cute piece of hardware.
It’s modelled after the classic Game & Watch
handheld – the precursor to the Game Boy
– with a colour scheme inspired by the original Japanese Famicom console. In terms of
functionality, the device is incredibly straightforward. It has three built-in games, most notably the ﬁrst SMB game. There’s also Super
Mario Bros. 2, better known in the West as
The Lost Levels, a truly evil sequel that remixes the ﬁrst game with devious features
like killer mushrooms. Rounding out the
line-up is Ball, a simple-yet-surprisingly-fun
version of the 1980 LCD juggling game, this
time starring Mario.
The games are all solid ports, and the screen
is nice and bright while the handheld has a
great D-pad. I’ve found myself picking up the
Game & Watch regularly to sneak in a level
or two whenever I have a few spare minutes.
The lack of frills is almost nice: I can really
focus on just playing the game. It even has
save states, so you can pause the game and
return back to the same spot whenever you
want. Outside of the games, the Game &
Watch’s main function is, well, as a watch.
One of the face buttons reads simply “time,”
and pushing it will bring back a Super Mario-themed clock with the plumber running
and jumping across classic Mushroom Kingdom locales. The in-game time of day even
changes along with the real world.

